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E p i s t l e  t o  t h e  G h o s t  G a t h e r i n g

Dregs have formed us
molten inside. Here, a road, the core 
this earth, a single-celled fire 
a break in the vein: no exact archipelago
to dream what sealed its original shape.

Still we hail a fire that buzzes us in, 
our swat-genes: still, our song 
our burden beyond sanity: don’t be afraid. 
This may not have been the only home
reshaped by our before-selves – 
Scarlet alphabets breaking the chains
of this age. Music not dialogued 
in the cosmic blues. 
A castoff in that short fuse, these
dogged admissions in asteroidal jazz.
Even loss can love what we mimic 
in tanglewood, found summers in us –
A dance extinction loves, us until a great 
height forms that almost-slay in us: come home.
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Tell us what you know. Saturn 
 apart from its moons,
 choice apart from slave:
 wealth before theft,
 birth apart from rapture of nation
 blackface scripted by lightning.

Mountains of your coast keeping watch for tsunamis
What fortune of helmets and bows form that one stubborn 
fist close to the chest. Misshapen O. Pretext for a world 
 whose dark children 
collapse at the centre while the clouds in their radiance 
call for night to keep on its shadow-play, a riddling on.

 Shapes of lives written in chalk, apparatus of black cats
filing this mirage of words on heroic horseback under: presence. 
We wait for the bond to break –
What crossroads the locus, what zeal of Natives
sink my worry, my shame, perils still able to speak…
Mode of our entry into islands
Language of spirit sun, animal claw, dripped ink, post–stolen 
  names.

Unsunk. Unworried. Unashamed. Unable 
to speak the tenements back from their right 
to realign the season’s changing colours, maps
crested in the skeptic’s eye –

From whose road do we now touch 
all life that rains 
the size and shape of dark becoming day – 
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Today I insist on the tenderness 
I may soon forget and remind you

(of those memories: none of them mine)
there are no more telescopes on the pulpit,
no magnum for what we are: dark and lit out of sun
offshoots of the total 
 frame that lights 

You will remember,
the boreal plane.  You – not  
a machine, not nation repaid with broken rocks.
Not torpor of countryside
 light takes a moral second to burn or has burned. 
  I was not always unbelieving.
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What can we say of ten thousand years 
Without the crushing levy of the soil
With the water of earth’s first drop still in us
Mores of that creature taking names 
Choosing to fight our urge for flight
Our brilliance indistinguishable from magic
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If there is a science to explain our gathering
 it has not found me: it has not come for me.
If I have buried the sea in me, do not provoke
 the boil or the ground, unafraid, will break to remedy
this toil. Ask first whose probe has raised these rivers to scream:
ambassadors from Mars, 
 oh, crypt 
 of man 
 all along 

 extinct:
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Was it in breaking 
we found the symmetry of shrunken 
heads in jars or in damp abandon, the fingertips 
dug into rosaried shores? Whose blueprints enter 
this wreckage of pearls unbloomed 
from lightning between ancestral teeth, 
from some sarcophagus of rainflies
we do not care to petition 

smokeless fires and mothers’ blès 
all mere approach, all AWOL in frangipani,  
indefinite edge of ocean –  
 sweeping plain the water’s edge.

 Before such vaster space:
 we reverse the bang –
law that loops on queue, life smaller than its reflection
watching the door, a dream played out in infinite turns of tarot cards, 
impossible as their calling: citizen half-sunken in sacred mud.
 Now we watch for hours, fog fumble across its new
 expression. How true
the skeleton that frames the god.
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Who is still in echo  
  as you, paused on a wordless 
    beach? 
 metronome untamed –
  convalescence imagined in
   the dusk of things to come,
a childhood for a father-watch:
  I’ve already begged from 
  its mute stoop
half because: 
 who can not 
 care for the girl-child 
half because:  
 what by a burning in 
  your loins 
   we know, still, to unsink 

what was learned
from a life smaller than its repeat,

 that fragmentary gathering fixed in the stroke of a pen,
   in a boundless year’s good bones
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How these hollowed villages taught us to make our way 
through hostile country, through mimic of first atoms,
a question: are we infinite because we are curved or curved  
because we are finite
as the night we’d learn to unfurl from our skin
and roast turnovers on a brass banjo

We make such good roots of our dreamed earth –
We make soft the battle cry on our way
to harvest and bond. Is this redesign?
Does this not count a metamorphosis?
Resurrection at least, reincarnation or what’s left of the bill.
What else is here to speak, what else but to take the partial roll call:
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   Australopithecus 
             Southern Ape

Homo rudolfensis    Man from Lake Rudolf
…      …
Homo erectus    Upright Man of East Asia
   …
Homo neanderthalensis  Man from the Neander Valley
…
Homo soloensis     Man from the Solo Valley

Homo floresiensis    Man from the Floro Valley 
…   …   …
Homo denisova    Man from the Valley of Denisova
   …
Homo ergaster       Working Man

…     … …     … …          … 

Homo sapiens   Wise Man


